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***

In any war, the first casualty is truth. Here are the biggest lies:

1. “Ukraine is a democracy”

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky banned all opposition parties and banned the use
of Russian as a second state language. Why did he violate his 2019 campaign promise to
stop the genocidal killing of thousands in Donbas, even though they voted for him? Did he

lie because neo-Nazis threatened to kill him if he did not do what they wanted? [1] Or is he
afraid of the CIA, which has assassinated other leaders, making him their puppet? Are we to
trust the judgment of a man who demands a no-fly zone which could cause a global nuclear

holocaust? Zelensky oversees torture and assassination of political dissenters.[2]

2. “National sovereignty is sacred”

When Idi Amin perpetrated genocide in Uganda, the UN violated Ugandan sovereignty to
stop it.  When Ukraine perpetrated genocide in Donbas and planned to escalate, Russia

stopped it. [3] The U.S. violated Cuba’s sovereignty to take the planet to the edge of nuclear
holocaust. The U.S. has violated lots of sovereignties in recent wars, killing millions. Given
Ukraine’s genocide of a national minority, “should Ukraine’s sovereignty be respected”.

3. “Putin is a war criminal”

If he is a war criminal for causing the deaths of civilians, what do we call Ukraine killing

14,000 civilians in Donbas since 2014? [4] Is anyone calling Zelensky a war criminal? Millions
killed by the U.S. in other recent wars is hundreds of times worse. Calling Putin a war
criminal stops Biden from negotiating with him with the excuse “one cannot talk to war
criminals.” That makes it very difficult to stop this war. Evidently, the U.S. wants this war to
continue to the last Ukrainian. The plan of the Rand Corporation is to “quagmire” Russia just
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like the U.S. bankrupted the USSR by starting the al-Qaeda opposition in Afghanistan.

Source: wikipedia.org

4. “The world condemns Russia’s invasion”

Actually most of the world does not, including China, India, most of Africa, Israel, half of
Latin America and many other countries. The two largest political parties in Russia do not
oppose Russia’s intervention, the second largest party being the Communist Party.

5. “Putin has threatened to use nuclear weapons”

Russia has the same policy as the U.S. On March 22, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said
Russia would only use nuclear weapons if its very existence were threatened, Tassnews

agency reported. [5] Russia had a “no first use” policy until the U.S. refused to do the same,
so Russia dropped it. U.S. presidents have threatened to use nuclear weapons several times

since the end of WWII against countries not a threat to the U.S. [6]

6. “With his back against the wall, Putin will resort to chemical warfare, just like in Syria”

Russia did not use chemical weapons in Syria. Russia negotiated Syrian stockpiles to be
destroyed or removed. The chemical attacks in Syria were done by rebels supported by

Saudi Arabia and the U.S. [7] If anyone has their back against the wall, it is the Ukrainians
and neo-Nazis who are trained in false-flag tactics by the CIA. Like in Syria, the U.S. media
are falsely blaming the Russians with no evidence whatsoever. Like in Syria, any chemicals
released in Ukraine will probably be the work of opponents of Russia to blame Russia.

The U.S. gave Iraq chemical  weapons which were used to kill  thousands of Kurds and
Iranians in 1982-83 before stockpiles were destroyed by Iraq. The U.S. is the chemical killer,

https://sl.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slika:Donbas_(2015%E2%80%932022).svg
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not Russia which prevented it. History is full of U.S. false flags. [8]

Source: snopes.com

7. “Putin may resort to biological warfare”

While this charge was propagated by media during the second week of March, since the
embarrassing revelation that the Pentagon funded labs in Ukraine, nothing more has been
said about it in the media. It was first reported by the U.S. that hazardous specimens had to
be destroyed lest they fall into the hands of Russians; later, it was reported that specimens
were  not  dangerous  at  all,  so  as  not  to  incriminate  the  U.S.  Which  was  it?  Any  false-flag
release of pathogens by Ukraine to blame Russia is now probably precluded. The Pentagon
is guilty of funding gain-of-function virus research in China after it was banned in the U.S.,
posing a possible lab release of COVID-19. The U.S. is the bio-killer using a U.S. Army strain
of anthrax in October 2001, not Russia.

8. “Russia is targeting civilians in Ukraine”

According to Newsweek, “Putin is not intentionally attacking civilians…Over the course of
almost four weeks, missiles fired at Kyiv have been scarce…The destruction is only a small

fraction of what is possible.” [9] The alleged massacre of civilians in Bucha, prompting Biden
to accuse Putin of war crimes, was perpetrated by Ukrainians who were “cleansing” the

town of presumed collaborators after Russian troops had left days before. [10]

9. “Russia will make false-flag attacks”

There is no evidence that Russia attacked targets and blamed Ukraine. On the contrary,
seven days prior to Russia’s incursion, the OSCE Monitoring Mission gave evidence of a

Ukrainian  false-flag  attack  on  a  kindergarten  to  blame  Donbas  separatists.  [11]  None  were
killed, but Ukrainian shelling of Donetsk increased 100-fold over the next four days, leading

to Russia’s incursion to stop it. [12] The attacks on a maternity ward, apartments and concert
hall may have been false-flag attacks, staged events, or situations where civilians were held

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/dm-deleted-syria-story/
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hostage by combatants. It was reported that one maternity ward had Ukrainian snipers
shooting from there. Residents of Mariupol who got out testified that Ukrainian combatants
were preventing civilians from escaping through the humanitarian corridor in order to use

them as human shields.[13]

10. “If Putin prevails in Ukraine, he will attack NATO countries next”

That is patently ridiculous because Russia is already over-extended and not able to attack
anyone else. Russia also does not want a nuclear war. Russia’s goal is to protect Donbas,
get recognition of Crimea, de-Nazify Ukraine and prevent nuclear missiles close to Russia’s
border.  By  exaggerating  Putin’s  goals  instead  of  negotiating  these  goals,  the  U.S.  is
prolonging the war and provoking the destruction of Ukraine.

11. “Russia is threatening nuclear power plants”

Russian soldiers were ordered to “guard and control” these plants to prevent inadvertent or
deliberate damage. Photos showed Ukrainians fired the first shot, destroying a Russian tank,
whereupon a second tank returned fire. A training building was damaged in the exchange.
The fires were not near the reactors.  The electricity for  cooling was never turned off.  But
the hype was spun to scare the crap out of Europe so as to get their intervention into the

Ukraine war.[14]

12. “Russia’s invasion threatens the whole world”

If Russia succeeds in keeping U.S. nuclear missiles from being positioned in Ukraine seven
minutes’ flight to Moscow, Russia will be doing humanity a big favor. Just as U.S. ICBM fixed
missiles  are  on  hair-trigger  alert  with  “launch  them  or  lose  them”  orders  with  no
cancellations  after  launch  possible,  missiles  in  Ukraine  would  increase  the  chance  of
accident or miscalculation with little warning time to verify. Doomsday would be on pins and
needles. That should scare the crap out of everyone. India had an accidental missile launch

in March that landed in nuclear-armed Pakistan with no warhead. [15] Putin warned in 2019
that any incoming missile would be presumed to be nuclear, requiring a retaliatory launch
by  Russia  before  the  incoming  missile  hit  so  Russia’s  deterrent  force  would  not  be

destroyed. [16]

The U.S. and NATO are threatening the planet, not Russia. Here are the facts:

President Reagan rejected President Gorbachev’s offer to give up deployment of1.
a “Star Wars” missile defense system in space as a condition for both countries
to eliminate all their nuclear weapons.
President  Clinton  refused  President  Putin’s  offer  to  cut  our  massive  nuclear2.
arsenals to 1,500 bombs each, and to call on all of the other nuclear-armed
states to negotiate the elimination of all nuclear weapons, in exchange for the
U.S. not placing missile sites in Romania.
President George W. Bush walked out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty3.
and put a missile base in Romania. President Trump placed another missile base
in Poland.
President Bush in 2008 and President Obama in 2014 blocked any discussion of4.
Russian and Chinese proposals for a space weapons ban in the consensus-bound
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UN Committee for Disarmament in Geneva.
President  Obama  rejected  President  Putin’s  offer  to  negotiate  a  treaty  to  ban5.
cyber war.
President Trump pulled the U.S. out of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces6.
Treaty.
From President Clinton through President Biden,  the U.S.  has never ratified the7.
1992 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, while Russia ratified it.

Click to access: “Nuclear Posture Review” by Veterans for Peace. (January 2022)

Should there be any question that it is the U.S., not Russia, that is not only threatening the
world, but is threatening the entire human race for all eternity?

U.S. naval facility in Redzikowo, Poland, where U.S. ballistic missiles that threaten Russia are stationed.
[Source: wikipedia.org]

13. “The U.S. has a ‘free press’ while Russia’s news is controlled”

U.S.  news  outlets  are  owned  by  Wall  Street  billionaire  oligarchs  who  give  so-called
journalists the script to report, making TV reporters paid actors who know where their bread
is  buttered.  The U.S.  media have proven to be more dangerous and warlike than the
Pentagon, as shown in past U.S. wars (Vietnam, Iraq, Syria, Gaza, Yemen, Afghanistan). Now
these billionaires are censoring social media, so we are censored in doing personal research.
The  U.S.  has  shut  down  Russian  media  like  Tass  and  Russia  Today  (RT)  to  prevent
Americans from hearing the other side and making up our own minds who is lying and who
is telling the truth. What is the U.S. afraid of if they are telling the truth? According to Carl
Bernstein,  Pulitzer Prize journalist,  the CIA has captured The  New York Times and The
Washington Post.

14. “Russia is planning cyber attacks on the U.S.”

Russia remains open for dialogue and cooperation on information security with all states,
and the United States is not an exception,” the Kremlin’s Andrey Krutskikh told Newsweek.
“Moscow’s vision of such a multilateral cyber scheme includes a set of obligations not to use
ICTs as a weapon.” A potentially key meeting was in April when Krutskikh sought to work

https://www.veteransforpeace.org/files/1016/4312/8275/Updated-1.25-FINAL-VFPNuclearReview-Jan2022.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_missile_defense_complex_in_Poland#/media/File:190812-N-AW818-875.jpg
https://www.carlbernstein.com/the-cia-and-the-media-rolling-stone-10-20-1977
https://www.carlbernstein.com/the-cia-and-the-media-rolling-stone-10-20-1977
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with Washington in the digital realm. [17]

15. “Russia is killing children.”

The numbers are being exaggerated like all the other exaggerations by Ukraine to get NATO
into the war. Any child deaths are accidental, not like the deliberate murder of children by
the U.S. and Israel. When Madeleine Albright was asked if the half million children starved to

death in Iraq from U.S. sanctions were worth it, she answered “yes.” [18]During Israel’s 2014
“Operation Protective Edge,” Israeli military forces killed 2,200 Palestinians, more than 80%

of whom were civilians, and nearly one-quarter of whom were children.[19]

16. “Russia may use tactical nuclear weapons.”

Russia  could  have  flattened  Kyiv  with  conventional  explosives,  but  did  not,  so  why  would
they use nuclear weapons?

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook. Feel free to repost and share widely Global Research articles.

Richard Ochs is a board member of Maryland Peace Action. He has published articles in the
Baltimore Sun, Baltimore Chronicle, and the website: www.freefromterror.net.

Notes

Trying to de-Nazify Ukraine, Zelensky knows the biggest threat against him—and from1.
what had always been prohibiting him from complying with the Minsk II accords. “The Nazis
had always made clear that they’d kill him if he did any such thing.”
https://www.globalresearch.ca/why-did-vladimir-putin-probably-save-volodymyr-zelenskys-l
ife/5773835 

https://thegrayzone.com/2022/04/17/traitor-zelensky-assassination-kidnapping-arrest-politi2.
cal-opposition/ 
“In recent days, the number and intensity of shelling on the territory of the Republics by3.
the Ukrainian army has sharply increased. The units of the People’s Militia are forced to
constantly suppress the firing points of the Armed Forces of Ukraine in order to prevent the
death of the civilian population.” Published on February 21,
2022.https://ugetube.com/watch/firefight-ukraine-army-039-s-plan-to-attack-donbass_wmIf
7NNHXvOCqNV.html?msclkid=f3d55ab0ab2a11ec9d8c68334c4999d6 
The map below shows two-thirds of Donbas was occupied by Kyiv forces before the Russian4.
rescue mission on February 24, 2022. The line of conflict between the blue and brown
areas indicates a third of the population of Donbas was in the target zone, suffering 10,000
civilian casualties. 
President Vladimir Putin ordered Russia’s nuclear forces to be put on high alert. U.S.5.
nuclear missiles have been on hair-trigger for decades. In line with the order, Russia’s
defense ministry said on February 28 that its nuclear missile forces and Northern and
Pacific fleets had been placed on enhanced combat duty, the Interfax news agency
reported. United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres said on March 14: “The
prospect of nuclear conflict, once unthinkable, is now back within the realm of possibility.”

https://truthout.org/articles/us-leaders-aid-and-abet-israeli-war-crimes-genocide-and-crimes-against-humanity/
http://www.freefromterror.net/
https://archive.ph/Ma1ob
https://www.globalresearch.ca/why-did-vladimir-putin-probably-save-volodymyr-zelenskys-life/5773835
https://www.globalresearch.ca/why-did-vladimir-putin-probably-save-volodymyr-zelenskys-life/5773835
https://thegrayzone.com/2022/04/17/traitor-zelensky-assassination-kidnapping-arrest-political-opposition/
https://thegrayzone.com/2022/04/17/traitor-zelensky-assassination-kidnapping-arrest-political-opposition/
https://ugetube.com/watch/firefight-ukraine-army-039-s-plan-to-attack-donbass_wmIf7NNHXvOCqNV.html?msclkid=f3d55ab0ab2a11ec9d8c68334c4999d6
https://ugetube.com/watch/firefight-ukraine-army-039-s-plan-to-attack-donbass_wmIf7NNHXvOCqNV.html?msclkid=f3d55ab0ab2a11ec9d8c68334c4999d6
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Since most Americans seem to have been oblivious to this existential threat, perhaps Putin
did us a favor to remind us of the need for universal nuclear disarmament, which the U.S.,
not Russia, has been sabotaging. 
The United States threatened to use nuclear weapons in Korea, Vietnam, China, Russia and6.
Afghanistan after dropping atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
when did US consider using nuclear weaons? – Search (bing.com) 
Weapons inspector refutes U.S. Syria chemical claimsWeapons Inspector Refutes U.S. Syria7.
Chemical Claims – Consortium News 
History of U.S. false flags for war:8.
1. Sinking of U.S. battleship Maine in 1898 to start war against Spain for Cuba, Guam,
Puerto Rico and genocide in Philippines.
2. Deliberately sending the Lusitania to be sunk in war zone despite warnings, creating a
preext for the U.S. entry into WWI.
3. “Operation Northwoods” conspiracy proposed by U.S. Joint Chiefs to JFK to crash U.S.
plane and blame Cuba.
4. Assassination of JFK by deep state cabal, blaming alleged communist despite evidence
of the real gunman.
5. Since 9/11, tons of evidence suggest it was an inside job by Dick Cheney and Saudi
Royal Bandar bin Sultan.
6. One month after 9/11, anthrax from a U.S. Army lab with letter falsely blaming Islamic
zealot stampeded war. 
Putin’s Bombers Could Devastate Ukraine but He’s Holding Back. Here’s why – Newsweek9.
https://www.newsweek.com/putins-bombers-could-devastate-ukraine-hes-holding-back-her
es-why-1690494?fbclid=IwAR1eVGkFmmNgnDLzkUdLXj0BAJpoHDUmqIvegtv2-
fFmLVUIgdE24G_q0sE 
https://consortiumnews.com/2022/04/04/questions-abound-about-bucha-massacre/https://s10.
tandpointzero.com/2022/04/07/the-anatomy-of-a-russian-massacre/ 
Ukraine attacked a kindergarten, blaming Donbas separatists.Report of the Organization11.
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)The Monitoring Mission’s report on the
kindergarten incident:
“On 17 February, the Mission followed up on reports of damage to a working kindergarten
in the north-western part of Stanytsia Luhanska (government-controlled, 16km north-east
of Luhansk), located about 4.5km north-west of the north-western edge of the
disengagement area near Stanytsia Luhanska.”

Comment by munitions expert:

“So the kindergarten was 4.5 kilometers inside Ukrainian-held territory. The monitors were
denied access to the site by Ukrainian authorities and were only able to see it from a
distance (very suspicious).  Also suspicious is that the mission was told that “20 children
had been in the kindergarten at the time of the incident but reported no injuries.”  Really? 
An artillery shell bursts through a classroom wall, and no one was injured?  More likely,
they had been warned to get out ahead of time and evacuated before the shell was fired.

“But there is no doubt whatsoever about how far away the tank (or artillery piece) was. The
impact was dead on, and not from a descending shell. And the surrounding buildings mean
that  whoever  fired  at  the  kindergarten  was  situated  in  that  very  small  open  space  right
next to it.  And we know it was a dummy shell, because of the unbroken windows.  If there
had been an explosion, they would have been shattered.  Someone took deliberate aim
from only a few hundred yards away and carefully fired a single shot on a flat trajectory.

https://www.bing.com/search?q=when+did+US+consider+using+nuclear+weaons%3F&form=WNSGPH&qs=SW&cvid=ed3e6716a88a40a4ba557bf976bf1488&pq=when+did+US+consider+using+nuclear+weaons%3F&cc=US&setlang=en-US&PC=ACTS&nclid=B08523D91B8A6C991D65AEBF47C42A19&ts=1650594200399&wsso=Moderate
https://consortiumnews.com/2018/04/27/weapons-inspector-refutes-u-s-syria-chemical-claims/?msclkid=e35412f3afec11eca51be35f3f678281
https://consortiumnews.com/2018/04/27/weapons-inspector-refutes-u-s-syria-chemical-claims/?msclkid=e35412f3afec11eca51be35f3f678281
https://www.newsweek.com/putins-bombers-could-devastate-ukraine-hes-holding-back-heres-why-1690494?fbclid=IwAR1eVGkFmmNgnDLzkUdLXj0BAJpoHDUmqIvegtv2-fFmLVUIgdE24G_q0sE
https://www.newsweek.com/putins-bombers-could-devastate-ukraine-hes-holding-back-heres-why-1690494?fbclid=IwAR1eVGkFmmNgnDLzkUdLXj0BAJpoHDUmqIvegtv2-fFmLVUIgdE24G_q0sE
https://www.newsweek.com/putins-bombers-could-devastate-ukraine-hes-holding-back-heres-why-1690494?fbclid=IwAR1eVGkFmmNgnDLzkUdLXj0BAJpoHDUmqIvegtv2-fFmLVUIgdE24G_q0sE
https://consortiumnews.com/2022/04/04/questions-abound-about-bucha-massacre/
https://standpointzero.com/2022/04/07/the-anatomy-of-a-russian-massacre/
https://standpointzero.com/2022/04/07/the-anatomy-of-a-russian-massacre/
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They  probably  weren’t  interested  in  causing  “collateral  damage,”  but  just  wanted  a
propaganda photo. How convenient that the damage was to a kindergarten and not to one
or another of the anonymous buildings surrounding it.” 

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)12.
reports each day on the security situation with daily
reports:https://www.osce.org/ukraine-smm/reportsWed., Feb. 16  number of explosions: 5
in Donetsk and 71 in Luhansk = 76

Thurs., Feb. 17  Kindergarten hit by Ukraine’s false-flag attack

Thurs., Feb. 17 number of explosions: 128 in Donetsk and 188 in Luhansk = 316

Fri., Feb. 18      number of explosions: 135 in Donetsk and 519 in Luhansk = 654

Sat., Feb. 19     number of explosions: 553 in Donetsk and 860 in Luhansk = 1,413

(An increase in Kyiv’s shelling of Donbas by a factor of 20 within four days of kindergarten
false flag) 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/28/ukraine-kyiv-russia-13.
civilians/ Increasingly, Ukrainians are confronting an uncomfortable truth: The military’s
understandable impulse to defend against Russian attacks could be putting civilians in the
crosshairs. Virtually every neighborhood in most cities has become militarized, some more
than others, making them potential targets for Russian forces trying to take out Ukrainian
defenses. “If there is military equipment there and [the Russians] are saying we are
launching at this military equipment, it undermines an assertion that they are attacking
intentionally civilian objects and civilians,” said Richard Weir, a researcher in Human Rights
Watch’s crisis and conflict division, who is working in Ukraine. 

“Over the past month, Washington Post journalists have witnessed Ukrainian antitank
rockets, antiaircraft guns and armored personnel carriers placed near apartment buildings.
. . Every day, it’s like this,” said Lubov Bura, 73, standing outside the apartment building
where she lived that was destroyed two weeks ago.”

The Ukrainian military has “a responsibility under international law” to remove their forces
and equipment from civilian-populated areas, and if that is not possible, to move civilians
out of those areas, Weir said. “If they don’t do that, that is a violation of the laws of war,”
he added. “Because what they are doing is they are putting civilians at risk. Because all
that military equipment are legitimate targets. 

“Ukraine cannot use civilian neighborhoods as ‘human shields,’” said Schabas, adding that
he was not suggesting this is what is happening.

“In other militarized neighborhoods, residents also expressed concern about hearing
outgoing rockets and artillery. “It’s scary,” said Ludmila Kramerenko. “It happens three or
four times a day.” 

The caption under the third photo in the link below says that Ukraine forces fired the first14.

https://www.osce.org/ukraine-smm/reports
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/28/ukraine-kyiv-russia-civilians/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/28/ukraine-kyiv-russia-civilians/
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shot. Russians retaliated only after one of their tanks was destroyed. Hence, Ukraine forces
started a battle at the nuclear power plant, which was not very smart.
https://www.npr.org/2022/03/11/1085427380/ukraine-nuclear-power-plant-zaporizhzhia?ut
m_campaign=wp_the_daily_202&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl
_daily202 
https://warontherocks.com/2022/03/the-curious-case-of-the-accidental-indian-missile-launc15.
h/ 
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-warns-incoming-missile-nuclear-72216.
32054?msclkid=8fd1c9b6b1e911ecad991b729498b410 
See “As Biden Puts U.S. on Alert, Russia Seeks Talks to Help Prevent Cyber War” in17.
Newsweek Magazine. Vladimir Putin had drawn up a four-point proposal for cooperation on
cybersecurity in September 2020, one that in many ways echoed the arms control treaties
of the Cold War era.
The main tenets of the plan involved creating a “full-scale bilateral and regular interagency
dialogue on key questions” of cybersecurity, communicating through existing bodies
dealing with nuclear and computer readiness. It also included the establishment of new
rules of the road mirroring U.S.-Soviet agreements on avoiding maritime incidents while
securing mutual “guarantees of non-intervention into internal affairs of each other.” By
Tom O’Connor, March 22, 2022.
https://www.newsweek.com/biden-puts-us-alert-russia-seeks-talks-help-prevent-cyber-war-
1690673 
Then-Secretary of State Madeleine Albright’s quote, calmly asserting that U.S. policy18.
objectives were worth the sacrifice of half a million Arab children.
https://fair.org/extra/we-think-the-price-is-worth-it/ 

Israel’s 2014 “Operation Protective Edge,” when Israeli military forces killed 2,20019.
Palestinians, nearly one-quarter of them children and more than 80 percent civilians.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_Gaza_War 
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